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PREFACE 
As part of the programme of work undertaken in preparing the report on the Changing 
Tourism Environment and its Impact on the Work of NTOs1, two substantial pieces of original 
research were undertaken: 

Interviews with key stakeholders: Nineteen interviews were undertaken between November 
2020 and January 2021. Fifteen were by video conference meeting, lasting 45-60 mins, and 
four by written submissions. Seventeen of the nineteen completed interviews were with CEOs. 
Ten (including three written submissions) were with ETC member NTOs; three with non-
member NTOs (France, Canada and New Zealand); and six with ETC partner organisations: 
European Cities Marketing; European Tourism Association, Pacific Asia Travel Association, 
UNWTO, US Tour Operators Association and the WTTC2.   A list of the interviewees is shown in 
Annex 1. 

Analysis of data relating to NTO profiles and activities, using two primary sources:  

 ETC's 'internal' surveys of its NTO members. These were undertaken in 2012, 2015, 2017, 
2019 and 2020, with some comparative growth rates available for data going back to 2009.  
The numbers of NTOs responding varied: 26 in 2012, 30 in 2015, 27 in 2017, 27 in 2019 and 
26 in 2020.  The data analysed for this report included overall budget and staffing, activities 
undertaken and allocation of marketing budgets. 

 An online survey was undertaken in November 2020 and January 2021.  22 NTOs responded 
to this survey.  The survey covered a wider range of subjects, including level and sources 
of funding, strategic partners and stakeholders, activities, digital transformation, 
destination innovation projects and performance measurement. 

 

This supplementary report comes in two parts, the first relating to the interviews with key 
stakeholders, the second to the analysis of NTO data. 

 

  

 
1 ETC Report “The changing Tourism Environment and its Impact on the Work of NTOs”, available at https://etc-
corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos/  
2  See Annex 5 of main report for explanation of acronyms. 

https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos/
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INTRODUCTION 

Section 1 summarises the nineteen interviews according to key themes and topics.  

Section 2 places these themes and topics into a chronology of past, present and future, 
aligned to changes in the environment, in line with the stakeholder interview brief. It also 
draws conclusions about the priorities and building blocks for a future European National 
Tourist Office (NTO) prepared for further changes in the tourism environment. 

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF KEY THEMES FROM THE 
INTERVIEWS 

Strategy and direction  

Long-term strategy and consistency of strategy and remit beyond political cycles were 
identified as significant strengths. USTOA said this was particularly valued by their members 
when deciding on destinations and contracting.   

PATA commented on Singapore’s strength in long term planning – often 20/30 years ahead.  
European strategies that were identified as having a long-term perspective were:   

 ‘Tourism Strategy 2027’– Portugal  

 ‘Perspective 2030’– Netherlands  

 ‘Travel to tomorrow’– Flanders  

 ‘Strategy for the sustainable growth of Slovenian Tourism 2017-21’– Slovenia.  

The existence of such strategies with a long-term perspective was identified as a key factor in 
weathering the Covid-19 pandemic, primarily because they had successfully anticipated 
changes in the environment that were only accelerated during the pandemic. Examples: 
sustainability, social, cultural and environmental impacts citizens as stakeholders, new 
technology and the need for improved vertical and horizontal integration.  

The driver for longer-term strategy is often Government, reflecting new directions in 
government policy. Common features of such strategies are: 

 Based on a wide consultation process with citizens, provinces, industry and government 
(see quote below) 

 A collaborative approach to implementation, with good vertical and horizontal integration 
of policies 

 Long term vision - typically ten years, positioning tourism as a force for positive change 

 Focused on delivering benefits to citizens as a whole, on a sustainable basis (with reference 
to UN SDGs), taking account of a wide range of economic, social, cultural, and 
environmental impacts 
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 Taking complete account of the opportunities and challenges of digital transformation. 

 

Sustainability  

 

’A good place to live is a good place to visit’ – Professor Harold Goodwin 
 

All the interviewees referred to the importance of sustainability. There were differences in the 
definition and interpretation of sustainability and how it should be incorporated into the work 
of an NTO. Still, the following statement by the German NTO seems to represent consensus: 

 

The seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN were mentioned pro-actively 
by only a few interviewees. Although some NTOs considered their political goals, others 
(Germany, Portugal, Slovenia, Netherlands, Flanders and Norway) considered that they should 
be integral to long-term strategy for tourism.  

Slovenia has emerged as a pioneer in sustainability. In 2017 it adopted a new strategy for the 
sustainable growth of tourism 2017-21, broadly based on the idea of becoming a global, green, 
boutique destination. It developed a new organisational structure dividing the country into four 
macro-destinations. Master plans for sustainability were developed for each destination 
focussing on tourism education and training, stimulating green and innovative tourism 
products for SME’s and enhancing digital promotion.  

“There was a long and wide discussion on the 10-year strategy including the big goals 
of sustainability and seasonality. It was in total an 8 months’ discussion process with 
12 open meetings, five meetings abroad in source markets and further in-depth 
thematic discussions including digital.” 

 CEO, Turismo de Portugal 

“Our future in the Netherlands and beyond lies in balancing out the entire eco-system. 
You need the public and private stakeholders and citizens in partnership together 
moving towards a sustainable future. And by doing so we are able to balance out 
economic, environmental and societal impacts. We are touching on most of the SDGs 
because they are about society, communities, education, future for youth, ecological 
management, natural resources, climate change. So, the SGD’s are part and parcel of 
the paradigm shifts we identified in the strategy Perspective 2030”.  

“Propelled by the COVID-19 pandemic, sustainability is developing into a statistically 
verifiable competitive advantage and one of the most important potential unique 
selling points of destinations. As evidenced by current surveys conducted on behalf of 
the GNTB, tourists around the globe are looking for climate-conscious and 
environment-friendly services and prefer regional products. Addressing these needs 
reliably and convincingly is the prerequisite of success in a more competitive 
environment shaped by the Corona outbreak”.  

CEO, GNTB 
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Slovenia has had much success with a Green tourism accreditation scheme, in contrast to 
Iceland, where the NTO reported that their green accreditation scheme, ‘Vakinn’, had declined 
in recent years, primarily due to challenges in adopting digitalisation.  

Slovenia sees the management of tourism as the key future role of all NTOs. 

 

In 2017, the Norwegian government established sustainability as a national policy priority. 
Innovation Norway was tasked to develop a national strategy for sustainable tourism 
incorporating views from stakeholders, industry and environmentalists. It has produced a 
green accreditation scheme and offers advice, training and financial assistance to encourage 
sustainable tourism.  

Some of the NTOs approached sustainability from a marketing perspective. Switzerland 
actively manages regional and seasonal spread by carefully planning markets, campaigns, 
website content and itinerary management. Insights and data can predict the relationship 
between a marketing campaign in a source market and actual visitation. Switzerland was also 
mentioned in terms of its success in prioritising extremely high yield tourism for shopping.  

New York & Co. was mentioned for its success in actively developing tourism in the boroughs 
outside of Manhattan, reducing impacts in ‘honey pot’ areas. In this respect, it was praised for 
using tourism to provide economic benefit to areas that need regeneration and economic 
revival.    

Others approached ‘sustainability’ from creating and/or sustaining jobs and companies in 
tourism – directly reflected in some of the SDGs.  Almost all the interviewees considered the 
perspective of citizens as important. Still, not all had fully developed their approach to 
engaging with them as stakeholders and monitoring their satisfaction with tourism. However, 
measurement projects for citizen satisfaction with tourism are currently being investigated in 
Norway, Flanders, Netherlands, Portugal, France, and Canada (from among the interviewed).  

“Marketing, development and branding of the whole country and all the industries 
within it is now a management role. That is probably the future for most destinations 
and the role of future NTOs. Defining new tourism indicators is now the biggest 
challenge for all NTOs and this will steer future tourism strategy“.  

 CEO, Slovenia Tourism Board 
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Destination management 

Most of the NTOs interviewed anticipate that they will have a greater level of involvement in 
‘destination management’ in the future, but there are different interpretations of the term. 
Most described it as adopting a more holistic approach to tourism policy that extends beyond 
the purely economic benefit to include social, cultural and environmental impacts.  Ensuring 
tourism’s long-term sustainability was generally considered an integral part of ‘destination 
management’ with a focus on benefits to citizens. Some believe the quality of life to be the 
‘barometer’ of sustainability and a well-balanced tourism strategy. 

 

 

In practice, ‘destination management’ necessarily requires good horizontal and vertical 
coordination of the work of all organisations that play a part in the planning, development, 
management and marketing of tourism across a country. The EU Tourism Convention in 
October 2020 revealed that such coordination is seen as a current weakness and a priority for 
improvement.   

However, examples of good practice in horizontal and vertical coordination in Europe were 
identified by some of the NTOs interviewed: 

 Portugal: the NTO coordinates with the EU and Government and aligns with seven regional 
agencies for tourism promotion (ARPTs) working as public-private partnerships.  

 Slovenia: NTO coordinates national marketing, branding, product development, market 
research and data with four regions, DMOs and industry.  

 Iceland: NTO tasked by 2022 to establish national and regional coordination through seven 

“Pressure on the liveability of our cities and iconic locations will increase due to 
increasing visitor numbers, while other parts of the Netherlands do not or insufficiently 
benefit from the opportunities and socio-economic boost tourism can offer. If we want 
to manage visitor flows and capitalise on the economic and social opportunities that 
tourism offers, we have to act now. Instead of promoting the destination, it is time to 
start managing and developing it.” 

Perspective 2030, Destination the Netherlands. 

“Tourism is no longer a goal in itself. It is a means towards a greater goal. It is a way 
to make the destination flourish and strengthen the positive aspects of tourism for the 
benefits of all concerned – the residents, the visitors, the entrepreneurs and the natural 
environment.”  

CEO, Visit Flanders. 
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regional destination management plans, developed in 2019 and administered by seven 
DMOs  

 Switzerland: NTO mandated to work with the public and private sector, including non-
tourism partners as an association. Coordinates with regions and industry in working 
groups.  

 Netherlands: Coordinates programmes of activity between the public and private sector 
and balances the Government and private goals.  

Development role and competencies  

Many NTOs have had a remit for supporting developmental activities, but these can vary 
substantially in type, scale, and proactive or reactive.  Turismo de Portugal’s development 
activities range from financial advice, loans and development grants to the provision of training 
and support to foster innovation and entrepreneurship in the tourism sector and go through a 
digital transformation process. It has a target to increase skills and years of education in the 
tourism sector and encourage young people to join the industry.  

Similarly, Atout France plays an industry development role in fostering innovation in tourism 
and supporting SMEs and start-ups. It is involved in e-learning and skills training.  

Innovation Norway and Enterprise Estonia are two multi-sectoral Development Agencies with 
tourism in their portfolio. Innovation Norway services include financing tourism activities 
through loans, grants and guarantees, support for destination development, education 
courses, and management of a label for sustainable destinations.  

NTOs with a development role (for example, Turismo de Portugal) had, by necessity, a more 
comprehensive range of competencies. This was considered a strength because it allowed the 
NTO to manage and influence tourism on multiple layers. An example of this is Portugal’s 
tourism development fund which can only be issued to organisations that actively support their 
sustainability strategy. NTOs with a broader remit also felt more financially stable and better 
able to survive a short-term crisis such as the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.  

In fulfilling its 30-40 year vision, Singapore Tourism Board has prepared tourism master plans 
and feasibility studies for large scale tourism infrastructure projects such as Marina Bay 
Sands, Gardens by the Bay and the Singapore Cruise Centre.  

Integrated ‘place marketing’/nation branding and marketing 

A third of the CEOs referred to the desirability of integrated ‘place marketing’/nation branding, 
promoting destinations or countries as places to ‘Live, Visit, Study, Meet, Invest’. 

Britain’s ‘GREAT’ campaign is a good example of a long-term joined-up approach between 
Government agencies in nation branding. Initiated in 2011 by  Visit Britain (tourism), British 
Council (culture), the Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s embassy network and UK Trade 
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and Industry, the campaign also incorporated a wide range of non-tourism partners, such as 
McLaren F1, London Fashion Week, to showcase the diversity of Britain. Engagement with the 
campaign has extended to include 22 government departments and agencies, working with 
more than 750 British partners across the globe every year.  

Reference was made to ‘city marketing’ approaches in the UK and the Netherlands. In 
Amsterdam, separate independent agencies were merged and amalgamated into a new 
organisation (Amsterdam and Partners), and the city was marketed under a new familiar 
brand, I-Amsterdam. As an aside, it was noted that the funding models for place marketing in 
Amsterdam and Partners include public and private funding and, additionally, membership 
and commercial activities which are not necessarily available to an NTO. Visit Britain has, 
however, generated significant commercial activities for many years through the sale of travel 
cards and visitor attraction passes.  

Digitalisation is likely to facilitate increased cooperation between agencies involved in different 
aspects of nation branding – leisure tourism, MICE, culture, sports, media, inward investment, 
foreign affairs. 

Consistency of approach 

The constant change in NTO leadership, strategy and direction were identified as a significant 
weakness by external organisations such as USTOA, WTTC, ETOA, PATA. They believe that 
NTOs are often linked to short political cycles, creating short-term thinking and constant U-
turns.    

One commented ‘almost every year there’s a new contact with a new strategy. There is only a 
handful of NTOs around the world that are truly consistent, and most of these are outside of 
Europe’. 

New models  

Over the past ten years, Portugal, Flanders, Netherlands, Norway, Slovenia, France, 
Singapore and Canada3 have created new models for their NTOs, driven primarily by changes 
in the environment – political factors, reductions in public funding, digital technologies and 
applications, social, cultural and environmental impacts and increasing concerns about long 
term sustainability and climate change. These changes have impacted variously on NTO 
structures, mandates, strategies, finances and measurement. In many cases, these new NTO 
models have emerged due to a new CEO with strong leadership skills engaging with the 
Government to forge a new long-term vision and strategy for tourism.  

Partnership between public and private sectors 

The origin of all NTOs can be found in the tourist boards, trade associations and tourism 
ministries that emerged in the 1950’s/60’s. These early prototypes were typically funded and 

 
3 From among the interviewed 
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controlled by a national government, with a ‘mandate’ to generate economic benefit through 
tourism. There was often an expectation or funding agreement that marketing and 
promotional budgets would match tourism industry partners’ money in partnership marketing 
campaigns. This often resulted in a balance and ‘trade-off’ between brand and tactical activity.  

Today, NTOs’ core funding is still predominantly from the government, but most NTOs 
generate significant private sector funding or ‘in-kind’ support for operations, mainly 
marketing. For example, Switzerland Tourism is a publicly funded association that by mandate 
must work with industry and coordinate with working groups consisting of the private sector, 
cantons, communes and the federal administration. It attracts substantial amounts of non-
tourism partnership funding money, e.g., from chocolate manufacturers.  

 

Those NTOs that generate substantial private sector funding generally considered themselves 
to be more commercially focused. However, it was acknowledged that finding the common 
goal between public and private is now challenged due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
resulting in private interests focused on recovery and tactical marketing.  

Whilst such partnership between public and private sectors is generally regarded very 
positively. There is some concern that NTO activities in developing tourism should focus 
primarily on delivering strategic benefits to the nation, not just economic benefit to marketing 
partners (i.e. travel and tourism businesses).  This leads to a concern about the extent to which 
NTO activities should be influenced by private sector funding – i.e. determining the right 
balance between public and private sector investment in the NTO’s marketing programme.  At 
least one NTO, Innovation Norway, takes the view that it does not wish to receive any private 
sector funding. All its resources can be invested in a strategic activity designed to achieve the 
public good sustainably. 

The CEO of WTTC advocates a new future model for cooperation as ‘Public-Private-
Communities Partnership’ (PPCP), aligning itself to UNWTO thinking on SDGs and tourism.  

“Switzerland is obliged by law, through its mandate, to work with industry. 
Government money must be combined with industry and tourism and non-tourism 
sectors. It is a great system and works well. Having a diverse range of funding also 
enables you to weather a crisis like the one we are in now”.  

CEO, Switzerland Tourism. 
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Covid-19 pandemic – the accelerator of change   

The Covid-19 pandemic was considered by most to be a hugely significant short-term crisis 
and an accelerator of changes that had already started before 2020.  

 

The weaknesses exposed included inadequate international, European and national 
coordination and poor crisis management and communications. Many of the stakeholders 
interviewed did not appear to have a clear and robust crisis communication strategy and 
coordination with external stakeholders. 

There was unanimous agreement that MICE would be the last sector to recover. Business 
meetings, it was felt, had been ‘de-mystified’ and would be the most impacted in the long 
term. 

 

Digital transformation 

The EU Tourism Convention in October 2020 and the CEO interviews identified digitalisation 
and ‘tourism powered by data’ as the most significant external factor influencing tourism and, 
by implication, the operations of NTOs. 

The NTOs of Portugal, Germany, France, Singapore, Netherlands, Greece, and Switzerland 
mentioned a substantial investment in advanced digital technology and data initiatives.  

Turismo de Portugal positions itself as a knowledge-driven organisation with a focus on data 
and insights. Its data hub, which has been developed since 2015, is connected directly to 
multiple data providers, including hotels, airlines, sustainability service providers, Google and 
mobile phone companies. It uses the data itself and distributes it widely to provide intelligence 
to inform promotion and investment decisions.  

“Covid-19 showed the reality of a fairly disconnected and semi-broken system. 
International collaboration has been the biggest challenge of this crisis. There was 
a chronic failure of coordination with the private sector … in a way it has done some 
good because it has helped accelerate the agenda of sustainability”.  

CEO, WTTC   

“The evolution of business meetings/technology that could have taken a decade 
happened in weeks. That’s permanent change”.  

CEO, Destination Canada   
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Turismo de Portugal disseminates data and market intelligence to its business units, 
investors, consultants, academia and media.  

 

Data hubs have also been developed by the NTOs in Germany, France, Switzerland, Norway 
and the UK.  

 

Atout France has a €5 million annual budget for digital. A key deliverable of its strategy is 
enabling smart tourism, digital innovation, creating a data hub and facilitating e-learning.  

Innovation Norway claimed that the most significant change in the past ten years had been 
digital data. Interestingly it believes that this was the most critical factor in Norwegian Tourist 
Boards transition into a multi-sector development agency. 

The UNWTO and WTTC, amongst others, discussed the urgent need to re-skill and up-skill the 
staff of NTOs and the wider tourism industry to use digital technologies and applications. 

Measurement and KPIs 

Most NTOs have tools to provide a wide range of KPIs related to tourism's quantitative, 
economic aspects. Howsoever, some CEOs saw the need to review their continued relevance, 
given changes in strategy and the new opportunities offered by digital innovation, particularly 
the use of big data analysis. This discussion is currently underway at the board level in Canada 
and France. 

“We aim to provide the right data at the right time to the right people so that they can 
make the right decisions…and the right time increasingly means right now, real time”.  

Sergio Guerreiro, Turismo de Portugal 

“For several years now, GNTB has been driving digital innovation in German tourism 
concerning…a special focus on open data. The free and public provision nationwide 
of tourism data – such as visitor numbers, hygiene and safety regulations, traffic 
disruptions, opening hours or prices – in a standardised infrastructure facilitates 
innovative products along the entire customer journey, but also promotes a 
democratic data culture and strengthens the digital participation of all market 
actors. To put it figuratively, the data dispersed throughout our country is a priceless 
treasure trove. We only have to dig it up”.  

CEO, GNTB 
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Some CEOs noted that the key measurement challenge for NTOs is likely to be tourism's 
social, cultural, and environmental aspects.  

 
Visit Flanders is concerned with measuring citizen satisfaction with tourism. The CEO referred 
to devices for gathering information on attitudes of residents of Bruges, use of which they 
intend to expand to regions and local communities. Flanders is also interested in measuring 
the level of meaningful interaction between tourists and citizens. It is currently partnered with 
Leuven University to develop qualitative measurements and KPIs on ‘flourishing places’ and 
‘happiness’. 

Data hub projects in Portugal and Germany offer an excellent insight into how data can be 
used to measure tourism activity and inform KPIs.  

Some of the non-NTO interviewees expressed cynicism about the validity of existing NTO KPIs 
and measurement surveys relating to marketing activities, claiming that they were often semi-
political in nature and designed to demonstrate success to funding partners – usually the 
Government.  

Many of the NTO’s have made a clear strategic commitment to align their strategies with the 
spirit of the UN SDGs. Germany (GNTB), as one example, has a statutory obligation to measure 
success in terms of social, cultural and environmental impacts. The 17 SDGs are, however, 
not yet fully and comprehensively incorporated into all NTO KPIs. Slovenia (STB) does, 
however, report regularly on progress in achieving all SDG goals.  There are examples of NTO 
KPIs that do relate to a selection of the SDGs: disability and social inclusion (Flanders and 

“France used to have over 50 KPIs and we’re currently working at board level to produce 
a set of maximum 15 KPIs that will provide meaningful data on performance…we’re 
currently looking for good practise…we all need dashboards to adapt campaigns almost 
on a daily basis“. 

CEO, Atout France 

“We are currently defining KPIs with government and in discussion with stakeholders. 
We are moving away from marketing for visitor volume and focusing on visitor value. 
Currently, we have limited insight into our own resident sentiments. We need much more 
emphasis on holistic KPIs that reflect a regenerative approach to tourism development, 
emphasizing factors that enhance the quality of life for citizens…If tourism is about 
enhancing the quality of life for Canadians and enriching the lives of visitors, how do we 
measure that? How do we measure happiness?”. 

CEO, Destination Canada 
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Scotland), education and skills (Portugal and Norway), entrepreneurship and innovation 
(Portugal and Norway) and encouraging public-private and civil society partnerships (WTTC). 
This aspect of performance measurement should be investigated further.  

 

SECTION 2: THE IMPACT OF THE CHANGING TOURISM 
ENVIRONMENT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF NTOs 
2010-2040 
The period 2010-2019 

Diverse origins 

Most National Tourism Organisations (NTOs) have their origin in tourist trade associations, 
Tourism Boards and Tourism Ministries that emerged in the 1960s as a response to the growth 
in the aviation sector and charter holidays. The mandate was promotion, growth, and 
economic benefit and the leadership role in tourism was established at the national level. 
There was a natural alignment of public and private interests around economic benefit and 
growth.  

NTO structures were diverse, ranging from Government Ministries to semi-autonomous 
public agencies that were encouraged to work in partnership with the private sector, 
particularly through jointly funded marketing campaigns. 

Growth of City Tourism  

The growth in European tourism from 2000-2019 was primarily to cities (source: Modul 
University) due to airport expansion, low-cost carriers, international travel, business tourism 
and major events. This led to increased budgets for City Tourism Organisations through local 
government support, private sector membership and tourism taxes. Cities enjoyed a high level 
of influence and, in some cases, competed with the national level for the leadership role in 
tourism, often achieving good collaboration and partnerships with industry.  

Crisis management and crisis response   

In the aftermath of terrorist attacks and the financial crisis, the role of tourism as an economic 
growth engine and economic recovery tool became apparent and, somewhat paradoxically, 
resulted in a refocusing of the budgets of some NTOs towards short-term tactical recovery 
campaigns. Some NTOs, such as Singapore Tourism Board, developed exemplary crisis 
communication strategies and crisis response steering groups of public and private 
stakeholders.   
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Overtourism  

‘Overtourism’ and ‘flight shaming’ became increasingly significant in some parts of Europe. 
They appeared to have been catalysts for a change in strategy and mandate in Scandinavia, 
Netherlands, Flanders and Catalonia. Some cities developed tourism dispersal strategies with 
regions (Barcelona/Catalonia), and others prioritised smart city thinking (Portugal/Barcelona 
/Oslo/Singapore). 

Competitiveness  

Loss of international competitiveness in Europe was identified in the ETC 2019 report ‘Horizon 
2022.’ Leading European cities attempted to improve competitiveness through forward-
thinking and progressive strategies and city marketing approaches (e.g., in Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam and Partners and I-Amsterdam branding) based on the place marketing concept 
of ‘Live, Visit, Study, Work, Invest.’  

Innovative NTOs with long-term strategies  

A handful of ‘new model’ European NTOs emerged (Portugal, Netherlands, Flanders, 
Slovenia4) with long term strategies that addressed significant changes in the macro-
environment, notably digital, sustainability, over-tourism, competitiveness, citizen as a 
stakeholder. They counter-balanced increasingly negative perceptions of tourism with a new 
vision where tourism was positioned as the enabler of positive change and, ultimately, the 
well-being of citizens.  

Sustainability 

NTO response to sustainability generally reflected national government strategy and policy. 
Whilst sustainability became part of the language of tourism marketing, and there was some 
inconsistency in terms of definitions and response. A notable exception was Slovenia, which 
emerged as a pioneer for sustainability introducing significant changes to NTOs’ mandate and 
tourism strategy and applying solid destination management principles. Others (Portugal, 
Netherlands, Flanders, Norway) incorporated sustainability as a core of their strategy, 
signalling a shift away from tourism as an economic growth model towards a new vision for 
tourism that creates flourishing places and enhances the quality of life and happiness.  

Digital transformation 

The CEOs increasingly recognised the opportunities that digital transformation offered them 
as organisations and to the tourism sector generally.  Investment in digital programmes has 
increased substantially in many NTOs. Data hubs have been developed in Germany, Portugal, 
France, Switzerland and the UK5 with the potential to provide real-time tools for managing 

 
4 From among those interviewed 
5 Ibid 
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tourism. Innovation Norway re-imagines tourism within a multi-sectoral development agency 
partly based on digital connectivity and the utilisation of data as a development tool.  

2020 – The big disconnect  

Unsurprisingly, tourism in 2020 was dominated by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, which 
has had the effect of creating a disconnect between the past and the future – and hence an 
opportunity to reshape tourism as it recovers. 

The EU Tourism Convention in October 2020 indicated ways in which tourism might be 
reshaped, in the form of written statements from the EU and Nation States on tourism 
priorities.  Key themes reviewed at the conference were: 

 Safe and seamless travel  

 Consumer trust  

 Collaboration and partnerships 

 Coordination and leadership 

 Digitalisation 

 Sustainability 

 Funding for EU aligned tourism programmes  

 Re-examining the role of tourism 

 Legislation and policy in tourism  

 Industry liaison and legislation. 

The conference made clear that tourism is now very high on the political agenda and that the 
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has exposed considerable gaps, discord and lack of 
coordination and cooperation amongst European nations.  More specifically, the pandemic 
exposed significant weaknesses in the following areas: 

 Crisis management and integrated crisis communications 

 Coordination between NTOs and CTOs/DMOs  

 Horizontal and vertical coordination between the wide range of organisations involved in 
the management of tourism destinations 

 Trust and transparency in advice for travellers. 

Many CEOs considered the Covid-19 pandemic a significant short-term crisis rather than a 
long-term ‘game-changing’ phenomenon. Those whose NTOs had a strong long-term 
strategy that had already considered changes in the macro-environment (sustainability, 
digital, coordination etc.) felt that their strategy would remain intact. Most expected leisure 
tourism to return quite quickly.  
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There was consensus that the most impacted sector in the long-term is likely to be business 
tourism, particularly meetings, conferences and exhibitions, due to the rapid adoption of 
virtual meeting technology and the potential for the corporate sector to reduce travel costs 
(see below).  

Funding  

Most NTOs reported that their respective Governments had provided additional short-term 
funding to support Covid-19 recovery initiatives. This funding was either delivered directly to 
the industry or was administered by the NTO as a short-term programme or initiative. It was 
commented confidentially by some that these programmes were often rushed, poorly 
coordinated and sometimes misguided. This suggests some crisis response and coordination 
deficiencies between NTOs, CTOs/DMOs and the tourism industry.  

Unsurprisingly, the tourism industry now faces a short to medium term financial crisis. This 
has impacted private-sector funding for marketing initiatives. An indicator of this is in the 
Netherlands, where a large increase in public funding has been necessary to compensate for 
the loss of private funding. The private sector does not have the liquidity currently to support 
strategies that are heavily geared towards longer-term issues such as brand and 
sustainability and investment in technology.  

Crisis Management and crisis communications  

Few of the CEOs commentated on good practice in crisis management and communications 
in Europe. Good practice examples given were mostly in Asia – Singapore, South Korea, Hong 
Kong. It seems that Covid-19 has exposed considerable weaknesses in this respect, 
particularly in terms of vertical and horizontal integration and international cooperation and 
collaboration. Many of the European NTOs do not appear to have a formalised integrated crisis 
communications strategy. However, the German NTO is a notable exception and represents 
good practice in terms of crisis management readiness and describes its key role as ‘crisis 
management facilitator.’ It uses accurate real-time information on crisis development to align 
communication content via an agile and lean organisational structure that is high 

Domestic Tourism  

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, most NTOs did not have a remit that included domestic 
tourism. This was suddenly changed by the need for recovery programmes to based initially 
on stimulating domestic demand and by necessity to administer Government support to 
tourism businesses. Few of the NTOs interviewed believe that domestic tourism will remain 
as part of their mandate post-pandemic. Canada and Norway do, however, expect to retain a 
domestic tourism remit in the long term.  
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MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conference and Events)  

There was a unanimous feeling that MICE would be the last sector to recover and that travel 
for business meetings would be permanently reduced because of the rapid adoption of video 
conferencing. Some commented that working from home may become a permanent feature 
of business operations, and there was speculation about how this may affect corporate work 
and travel patterns in the future. Some commented that MICE might become more domestic 
and intra-regional than international.  

It was also observed that there are considerable gaps in research and measurement of MICE 
compared to leisure tourism. This may be due to MICE not being included in the mandate of 
many NTOs and commercial research companies focusing on leisure tourism.  

Partnership, collaboration and coordination   

A common theme throughout the EU Tourism Convention and all the stakeholder interviews 
was the need for increased partnership, collaboration and coordination. This may represent 
an opportunity for NTOs to play a major leadership role, facilitating the vertical and horizontal 
coordination that is required, not only amongst tourism organisations but also amongst the 
very wide range of organisations involved in different aspects of destination development, 
management and marketing.  

Sustainability and the management of tourism  

Covid-19 caused a sudden loss of tourism visits and spending. The impact was quickly 
registered in terms of loss of income and employment across the many sectors of the 
economy that normally benefit from tourism, directly or indirectly. This has moderated 
concerns about over-tourism and put the focus more on sustainability in a broader sense and 
the need for improved tourism management.  
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Measurement, insight and analysis  

The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on travel and tourism has encouraged the commercial 
and public sectors to become highly active in tourism-related data and trend analysis. It also 
accelerated a trend for real-time data to monitor demand and assess impacts. The 
interviewees and the EU Tourism Convention highlighted the need for greater collaboration in 
data collection, analysis and interpretation and the use of new sources of data requiring big 
data analysis. 

Jobs in tourism  

Covid-19 has had a severe impact on jobs in tourism. The sector has been hard hit with 
redundancies. It was observed that the tourism industry might no longer appear attractive as 
a long-term career for young people.  Thus, ensuring a skilled and committed workforce may 
become a major challenge for the tourism sector, particularly in countries with a diversified 
economy with other employment opportunities. More specifically, if the tourism sector 
embraces digital transformation, there will be an urgent need for related skills training.  

The Future: 2021 to 2030 and beyond  

The CEOs were asked to describe the essential building blocks of an NTO that is fully ‘fit for 
purpose’ for the next decade. This section summarises the views expressed and key 
conclusions on required future tourism policy from the EU Tourism Convention in October 
2020.   

“We NTOs spend too much time defending ourselves. We are portrayed as the victims 
or the villains! This is the time now with Covid-19 to re-strategise with a new model 
that embraces sustainability right at the core. It is not about growth anymore, but 
about positioning tourism as a force for good for positive change. One that creates 
employment. One that builds communities. One that creates bridges between 
countries”.  

CEO, Turismo de Portugal 
 

“Propelled by the COVID-19 pandemic, sustainability is becoming one of the most 
important potential unique selling points of destinations”. 

CEO, GNTB 
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Potential building blocks for the evolution of European NTOs in the 2020s 

 Creating and implementing a long-term strategy, including a long-term vision (perhaps for 
25-30 years ahead), developed in conjunction with a wide range of stakeholders, focused 
on maximising quality of life and happiness of citizens         

 Undertaking a broad, integrated range of functions (including research, strategic and 
operational planning, marketing, development, financing, training, skills, education, 
partnership development, innovation, crisis management, sustainability, quality standards  

 Receiving secure funding, with stable core funding from governments and/or taxes, 
together with private sector/commercial funding for marketing and other initiatives  

 Operating outside Government, but with public funding and accountability and good 
working relationships with all relevant government departments and agencies 

 Working in partnership with public and private sectors, NGOs, education and training 
organisation and civic societies 

 Contributing to overall nation branding and marketing through leadership, partnership 
building and insights  

 Collaborating with other European NTOs, with European City Tourism Organisations and 
with the European Union on matters of common interest, e.g. joint marketing, sharing good 
practice and benchmarking 

 Facilitating positive, meaningful interactions between visitors and citizens to provide 
unique visitor experiences, create flourishing destinations and enhance the destination 
reputation 

 Promoting and practising the principles of sustainability and responsible tourism and 
contributing actively to the achievement of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 

 Facilitating destination management through partnerships with local authorities, 
destination organisations and other stakeholders at a national, regional and city/local level 

 Providing leadership and support to tourism businesses to be innovative and harness the 
potential of digital transformation to maximise effectiveness and efficiency  

 Committed to encouraging employment in tourism and facilitating training and re-skilling 
in tourism, especially connected to digital transformation and innovation  

 Well prepared for coordinated crisis management, with a plan developed in partnership 
with Government and key stakeholder organisations 

 Managing a digital data hub to provide insight and facilitate real-time (smart) 
measurement of tourism to make better decisions in strategic planning and destination 
management and marketing operations, in partnership with commercial data providers 

 Establishing meaningful KPIs that measure economic, social, environmental and cultural 
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benefits/impacts, consistent across Europe to enable benchmarking and having regard to 
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. 

 

“The set up for European NTOs is very fragmented. That is very typically European 
and it should stay like that. In the future we don’t need extra structure but we do 
need extra opportunities for working together like ETC, like ECM. These networks 
exist so why not strengthen them? Every destination operates within a framework 
that is unique.  

But there are a few commonalities for all European destinations…considering 
tourism not as a goal in itself but a means to an end - flourishing destinations. 
That’s a vision that we can all embrace. And then you have to define what 
flourishing is. For some places ‘flourishing’ will be defined differently if tourism 
constitutes 5 or 50 % of the economy.  The ultimate challenge is about how to 
make people feel happy where they live and where they visit”. 

CEO, Visit Flanders 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As noted in the Preface to this report, this part provides a summary analysis of data about the 
profile, operations and success measurement of ETC Member NTOs derived from two primary 
sources:  

 Surveys of ETC Member NTOs undertaken by ETC every year or two since 2009  

 An online survey of ETC Member NTOs was undertaken for the project during December 
2020 and January 2021.   

2. STATUS OF ORGANISATION 

The following table shows the status of NTOs, as identified by themselves, in the online survey. 
In all but one case, the NTOs were established by the government, as part of a ministry, or 
(the majority) as a government tourism agency, or as part of a government-funded 
development agency, or as some other form of government-funded entity. 

Figure 2.1: Status of NTOs  
 

 

 

 

 

 

* Three of these agencies are multi-sectoral development agencies. 

  

 
6 The ‘Other’ category included:  
• Public entity supervised by Ministry of Tourism 
• National Tourist Board – in accordance with legislation the national tourist board is not a part of a ministry, 

or a government agency, but has a specific status, being constituted as a membership organization, in 
accordance with a specific Act 

• Independent public/private not for profit foundation that works with a Supervisory Board  
• Association financed on the basis of a decision of the Federal Parliament 
• Autonomous Body under Ministry. 

Status Number of 
Responses  

Government Agency 15* 
Ministry or part of Ministry 2 
Public/Private Partnership 0 
Other6 5 
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 22 
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3. FUNDING7 
3.1 BUDGET 

Budget levels 

There was a large range in the size of NTO budgets, from less than €10m (seven NTOs in 2019) 
to more than €70m (two NTOs in 2019). The majority (17 out of 26) were less than €30m; 21 
out of 26 less than €50m.  Of the nine NTOs with budgets of more than €30m, seven were in 
western Europe.    

Figure 3.1: Budget levels  
 

 

 

 

 

* Three of these agencies are multi-sectoral development agencies. 

In general, NTOs with the largest budgets and/or staff were in countries that had one or both 
the following characteristics: 

 High level of international visitor spending 

 High level of economic dependency on tourism – tourism’s share of GDP and employment. 

Regarding the NTOs with budgets of €30m or less, many would have been considered 
emerging destinations at the turn of the century; some, such as San Marino and Montenegro, 
have very small populations. 

Although the budgets of individual NTOs fluctuated since 2012, the overall number of NTOs at 
each budget level (as in the table above) remained broadly the same. 

Budget changes  

As shown in the table below, most NTOs had either significant increases or significant 
decreases in their budgets during the period 2012-2019.  Fourteen had large (8) or moderate 
(6) increases; ten had moderate (4) or large (6) decreases.  Only four had a limited change (-
15% to + 15 %) in their budget. 

Thus, there are no consistent budget trends for NTOs as a whole.  However, there is a striking 
geographical clustering. Seven of the eight NTOs with the largest percentage increases (>50%) 
and three of the six NTOs with moderate increases (16-49%) are in eastern Europe.  

 
7 The analysis in this section is based on NTO budget information supplied to ETC. 

Budget level (€ millions) Number of NTOs 2019 
   >70 3 
51-70 2 
31-50 4 
10-30 11 
<10 6 
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Correspondingly, eight of the ten NTOs with moderate or large percentage decreases are in 
western Europe. 

As there are no consistent budget trends, it may be assumed that increases or decreases 
reflect the particular circumstances in each country, with Eastern European countries more 
likely than Western to see the benefits of increasing their investment in NTO budgets – but 
generally coming from a lower base. 

Figure 3.2: Budget changes  

The following table shows, for each of the years 2010/2009 to 2020/2019, the numbers of 
western European NTOs and eastern European NTOs having substantial increases or 
decreases each year.  Year-to-year, the majority of NTOs had only limited changes, but there 
were always some significant increases and decreases. In 2010 and 2011 (post-recession) and 
2016, there were more significant decreases than increases, but for all other years, there were 
more increases.  Again, the pattern was different between eastern and western NTOs: 

 In the east, more NTOs had significant budget increases than decreases every year, apart 
from 2012, 2014 and 2016 

 In the west, more NTOs had significant budget decreases every year, except for 2015, 2016 
and 2019. 

Figure 3.3: Annual budget changes from 2010/09 to 2020/19 – showing numbers of NTOs 
in Western (W) and Eastern (E) Europe experiencing different levels of budget change      

Budget change 
(%) 

2010/09 2011/10 2012/11 2013/12 2014/13 2015/14 2016/15 2017/16 2018/17 2019/18 2020/19 
W E W E W E W E W E W E W E W E W E W E W E 

Large increase  
(50% and over) 

0 1 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 2 1 2 0 0 

Moderate increase 
(16 to 49%) 

0 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 0 1 0 4 2 3 0 1 

Limited change  
(-15 to 15%) 11 7 11 7 11 7 11 6 11 4 12 7 10 4 12 7 11 6 11 7 3 2 

Moderate decrease 
(-16 to -39%) 

3 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 2 4 1 2 1 5 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 

Large decrease 
(-40% and over) 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

No answer 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 7 

TOTAL NTOs 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 

    

Budget changes 2009-2019 Number of NTOs Western European 
NTOs 

Eastern European 
NTOs 

   >50% increase 8 1 7 
16-49% increase 6 3 3 

-15 to +15% 4 3 1 
16-39% decrease 4 4 0 
>40% decrease 5 4 1 
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3.2 SOURCES OF FUNDING 

NTO funding comes predominantly from government and other public sources. The diagram 
below shows key points from the 27 NTOs providing details for 2020. 

Figure 3.4: NTOs’ sources of funding in 2020  

 

Apart from the substantial EU funding for the Baltic NTOs, there was more limited funding 
from specific EU programmes, such as the Croatian Digital Tourism Project, Operational 
Employment Programme (Czech Republic), Touristic Innovation Marketing Cooperation 
Programme (TIMEA) (Hungary), programme dedicated to the promotion of pro-health services 
at the international market (Poland).  

Sixteen NTOs generated funding from commercial activities or private sources, but on a very 
limited basis; only seven NTOs generated more than 10% from these sources and only one,  
more than 30% (Denmark, reporting 45% of its funding coming from its revenue). Major event 
development is an example of own income generation mentioned: the World Choir Games and 
World Championship Cycling (Flanders) and Formula 1, Francofolies, WW1 and other events 
(Wallonia). 

Croatia had the most diversified sources of funding in 2020, with between 25% and 30% from 
each of three sources: national government, dedicated taxes and membership fees; and a 
further 12% from ‘other public’ sources and 4% from EU funding. Only two other countries, 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg, also had diversified funding sources across three or more 
sources, but both received more than 60% from their national government. 
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Over the period 2012-2019, there was little change in the pattern of NTO funding coming 
predominantly from public sources. There was limited switching between the different public 
funding sources, but national governments continued to be by far the largest source of funding 
for most NTOs.  Diversification of sources increased in Croatia, and to a lesser extent in 
Greece, but not in other NTOs. 

The NTO CEOs did not anticipate major changes in the balance of their funding sources, apart 
from concerns that, because of the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, private partner funding 
for joint activity may be significantly reduced over the next few years. 

Partnership funding 

As noted above, most NTOs generated some funding from commercial activities or private 
sources.  For many, this would be derived from joint marketing programmes. The most 
common types of strategic partners (“organisations with which the NTO regularly works, 
jointly organising or funding activities”) mentioned by NTOs in the online survey are 
summarised in the table below. Four categories stand out: tourism companies, central 
government, trade associations and DMOs. In addition to the DMOs, there are other ‘local’ 
partners: Local Authorities, Convention Bureaux, event organisers and Universities – 
strengthening the importance of the local dimension.   

Figure 3.5: Type of strategic partners  

Type of strategic partners Mentions among responding 
NTOs 

Commercial tourism sectoral companies (from various sectors 
such as accommodation, events, transport, tour operators, travel 
agents etc.) 

16 

Central government / ministries 15 
Trade associations 15 
DMOs – city and regional 14 
Local authorities 7 
Universities / academic institutions 5 
International tourism organisations (such as ETC, UNWTO, 
UNESCO) 

4 

Other NTOs 3 
Development agencies 3 
Event organisers 3 
Convention bureaux 2 
Statistical offices/data partners 2 

Examples of innovative strategic partnership by NTOs: 

 The Greek National Tourism Board partners with commercial partners, such as Expedia 
and Mastercard, for joint advertising promotional activities.  

 Turismo de Portugal partners with innovation agencies like NEST - Tourism Innovation 
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Centre8 to develop new products and promote the technology. 

 Fáilte Ireland partners with local/municipal authorities to develop and promote tourism at 
a local level, including but not confined to the development of tourist infrastructure (e.g. 
walking trails) and activities (e.g. local festivals).   

 The Hungary Tourism Agency partners with international tourism organisations, for 
example, with the ETC on transnational marketing campaigns and with UNWTO on the 
UNWTO.QUEST Programme seeking to reinforce quality and excellence in leadership, 
execution and governance capacities in DMOs. 

 The Netherlands Board of Tourism & Convention partners with companies and 
organisations outside the tourism sector, mostly cooperating and co-funding destination 
development initiatives.    

Partnerships between NTOs and private sector tourism operators, particularly in joint 
marketing, were regarded positively by most NTO CEOs. In several cases, governments 
require (by statute or as a condition of funding) that the NTO actively engage in such 
partnerships.  These NTOs recognise the importance of maintaining an appropriate balance 
between public and private sector funding to achieve both sectors’ objectives. The Covid-19 
pandemic has created a situation where the overall balance has swung heavily towards the 
public sector – and this is expected to continue over the next two or three years, which is a 
concern for some NTOs, because of the reduction in funds available and/or because of a belief 
that a significant level of private sector engagement is important in principle. 

However, at least one NTO (within an economic development agency) takes the view that it 
should not be involved in such partnership but rather should invest only in marketing that is 
focused on achieving strategic aims that will maximise the benefit to the country and its 
people, rather than delivering tactical benefit to private sector businesses. 

In the longer term, it will be important to examine the potential for new models. To this end, 
part of Section 7.2 in the main report looks at funding sources, including different forms of 
tourism-related taxation (as in Portugal), commercial activity through trading subsidiaries (as 
in Switzerland), sales of real-time tourism data to guide tourism marketing and management, 
etc. 

  

 
8 NEST is a private non-profit association, with Turismo de Portugal as one of the founding members. Other 
founders are Airports of Portugal; BPI; Google; Microsoft; Millennium BCP; NOS and Brisa Via Verde Portugal:  
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/SiteCollectionDocuments/empreendedorismo/descricao-nest-tourism-
innovation-center.pdf; https://nestportugal.pt/; 
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/centro-inovacao-turismo/Paginas/default.aspx.  

http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/SiteCollectionDocuments/empreendedorismo/descricao-nest-tourism-innovation-center.pdf
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/SiteCollectionDocuments/empreendedorismo/descricao-nest-tourism-innovation-center.pdf
https://nestportugal.pt/
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/centro-inovacao-turismo/Paginas/default.aspx
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4. SIZE OF ORGANISATION, IN TERMS OF STAFFING 

Figure 4.1: Staffing  

NTO staff numbers in 
2019 

Number of 
NTOs 

 % Change in staff number 2012-
2019 

Number of 
NTOs 

400+ 1  Large increase (50% and over) 5 
200-399 3  Moderate increase (16% to 49%) 3 
100-199 7  Limited change (-15% to 15%) 12 

50-99 5  Moderate decrease (-16% to -39%) 4 
<50 10  Large decrease (-40% and over) 2 

Looking at the NTOs with larger staff numbers (200 and above), one is an autonomous body 
under the Ministry; one is a Ministry (with a full range of responsibilities); one is a government 
agency; and one is a public entity with main focus on marketing, supervised by the Ministry of 
Tourism. 

The majority of NTOs had a relatively limited change in staff numbers between 2012 and 2019.  
Most of those with moderate or large increases in staff were NTOs in eastern Europe. 

Although most western European NTOs had had significant cuts in their funding, the majority 
had an only limited change in their staff numbers – perhaps indicating that substantial 
spending on external ‘above the line’ promotions was replaced by internal digital marketing 
activity. 

 

5. ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN 

The table below shows data from ETC’s regular survey on the number of NTOs engaging in 
each of the activities listed; and data from the special online survey on NTO expectations 
regarding future increases or decreases in activity over the next five years. 

NTOs were grouped into those whose reported activities indicate that they are focused 
primarily on marketing (seven out of 26) and a much larger group (19 NTOs) that have a 
broader remit, generally including support and/or incentives for developing and enhancing the 
tourism product ‘on the ground’ - 18 out of 26.  Except for Poland, the marketing focused NTOs 
are all in western Europe. 
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Figure 5.1: Numbers of NTOs involved in each type of activity, 2012 and 2019 + 
anticipated change  

Activities 2012 2019 

Anticipated future** 

Increase No 
Change 

Average score *** 

Large Small All NTOs W. NTOs E. NTOs 
NTOs responding 28* 30*       

Research, market research, trends  N/A 29 12 6 4 4.36 4.58 4.10 

Marketing for domestic tourism 19 20 8 9 2 4.32 4.11 4.50 

Destination management N/A N/A 9 8 1 4.32 4.36 4.25 

Financial support for tourism businesses 8 12 7 2 4 4.23 4.60 4.00 

Advisory/tech support for tourism businesses 12 16 7 2 5 4.14 4.33 4.00 

Visitor education N/A N/A 5 9 3 4.12 4.33 3.88 

Crisis management N/A N/A 5 11 3 3.95 3.73 4.22 

Support for product development projects 18 22 5 6 4 3.94 3.88 4.00 

Marketing for international tourism 27 28 8 5 6 3.82 3.42 4.30 

Marketing/promotional support: leisure 
tourism  

26 27 7 5 7 3.81 3.67 4.00 

Marketing/promotional support: business 
tourism 

24 27 6 6 8 3.81 3.33 4.44 

PR/corporate communications N/A N/A 4 8 8 3.80 3.64 4.00 

HR development/training for industry 12 17 4 4 4 3.77 3.40 4.00 

Classification/licensing/quality control 10 14 2 3 7 3.58 3.00 4.00 

Provision / operation of products 4 6 1 2 9 3.33 3.00 3.57 

Regulation 3 8 0 3 9 3.25 3.00 3.43 

Provision of physical support infrastructure 8 12 0 2 7 2.92 2.80 3.00 

Other 39 610 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
* The list of NTOs responding in 2012 and 2019 differed slightly, with two additional NTOs in 2019. Thus, the data in the two 
columns cannot be compared directly.  
**  Source: an online survey of NTOs undertaken for this project, Dec 2020-Jan 2021. 
*** Score on a scale from 1 to 5 when 1 = large decrease and 5 = large increase. 

 

The number of NTOs undertaking activities other than marketing (e.g. support and/or 
incentives for developing and enhancing the tourism product ‘on the ground’) increased 
between 2012 and 2019.  Only the NTOs for Bulgaria and Latvia increased their range of 
functions substantially, though many more NTOs have added one or two functions since 2012.  

The highest levels of anticipated future growth were in every aspect of marketing, product 
development and research (see below for more detail), suggesting that the already strong 
focus on these activities will be increased.  This contrasts with the expectations of some CEOs 

 
9 Three NTOs noted other activities for which they were responsible. These included: research including 
economic impact; gambling regulation/inspection; and school network regulation /inspection. 
10 Six NTOs noted other activities for which they were responsible, including fam trips/press trips; environmental 
impact, planning and infrastructure; conception/release of tourist pass; public affairs; international cooperation; 
gambling regulation/inspection; school network regulation/inspection; event organisation. 
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that marketing would become less important in the future, whilst destination management 
would increase in importance.  Very few NTOs expect to decrease activity in any function. 

5.1 ACTIVITIES EXPECTED TO INCREASE THE MOST 

The activity areas expected to increase the most in the next five financial years are noted below 
- they all received an average score above 4 when activities were scored on a scale of 1-5, 
where 1 is a ‘large decrease’, and 5 is ‘large increase’ (see table above). 

Figure 5.2: NTOs’ activities expected to increase the most in next five years – in order of 
importance 

  

 Research/market research/trends – there is a trend in NTOs to develop information 
systems and harness the power of big data.  For example:  

 Croatian National Tourist Board eVisitor national information system in collaboration 
with public authorities 

 Bulgaria Ministry of Tourism’s digital Unified System for tourist information 

 Hungarian Tourism Agency’s National Tourism Data Supply Centre was launched in 
2019 to support data-driven decision-making in the tourism industry 

 Polish Tourism Organisation’s initiative with Mastercard for big data analysis 

 Fáilte Ireland’s use of big data to understand tourist behaviour in destination 

 Visit Luxembourg’s digital service platform for digital management and the use of big 
data tools from external providers for research purposes. 

 

1 • Research/market research/trends

2 • Marketing for domestic tourism

3 • Destination managmenent

4 • Financial support for tourism

5 • Advisory/technical support for tourism businesses

6 • Innovation

7 • Knowledge

8 • Visitor education to promote responsible visitor behaviour
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 Marketing for domestic tourism – the COVID-19 pandemic and the EU’s commitment to 
reducing carbon emissions will increase NTOs’ focus on their domestic market.  Seventeen 
out of nineteen NTOs (who provided feedback on this activity) are expecting an increase in 
their marketing activities for domestic tourism in the next five years.   

 Destination management – many NTOs, such as the Slovenian Tourist Board and the 
Netherlands Board of Tourism & Convention, see tourism management as a key future 
role of NTOs.  Over recent years, both NTOs have shifted from a pure destination marketing 
focus to giving more attention to destination management.      

 Financial support for tourism businesses – the Investment and Development Agency of 
Latvia, for example, has developed an Export and Investment Information System (EIIS) for 
the digitalisation of all services, enabling tourism businesses to apply for all services 
online. One of Innovation Norway’s key tourism initiatives is financing tourism projects 
through multi-sectoral loans, grants and loan guarantees schemes.     

 Advisory/technical support for tourism businesses – Turismo de Portugal provides a 
good example of increasing activity in this respect, having added two pillars to its scope of 
action:  

 Innovation, with the creation of an ecosystem for incubation of innovation ideas, through 
NEST: Portugal’s Tourism Innovation Centre  

 Knowledge involves gathering data from multiple sources and establishing a data hub for 
the industry with a digital academy and an enlarged tourism training portfolio.  

Innovation Norway’s Business Support Department’s online training programme, 
designed to increase reach and improve their business support, is another good model for 
other NTOs. 

 Visitor education to promote responsible visitor behaviour – The Slovenian Tourist Board 
provides an excellent example of this type of activity by actively and proudly promoting 
Slovenia as a Green Destination. Promoting responsible visitor behaviour will be key in 
contributing to achieving sustainable and responsible tourism solutions over the next 
decade. 

Many of the examples above (and as seen in previous sections) illustrate the trend in NTOs 
increasingly favouring collaborative work partnering with commercial partners, academic 
institutions and various public authorities on new initiatives.     

The last two columns in the table above show the scores for the expected increase in activities 
by western and eastern NTOs.  An interesting pattern emerges.  Of the seven activities most 
expected to increase, the western NTOs have the higher score for all but one of them 
(domestic marketing).  By contrast, the eastern European NTOs have a higher score for all the 
other activities, indicating a higher level of an expected increase in activity. This may be 
because the western NTOs, which have seen the greatest reduction in funding over the past 
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ten years, are more focused on their investment in what they see as the most cost-effective 
activities. 

Because of its broader strategic implications, a particularly significant aspect of NTO activity 
is the involvement in long-term national branding initiatives undertaken in partnership with 
other national organisations. The online survey of NTOs ascertained that 16 out of 26 NTOs 
are involved in such an initiative: 

 Six of those NTOs are involved as the initiative leader: Visit Denmark; Investment and 
Development Agency of Latvia; Estonian Tourist Board; Czech Tourism; Innovation Norway 
and Turismo de Portugal. NB. Three of these are multi-sectoral development agencies. 

 In one other case, the NTO (Slovenian Tourist Board) is one of the funding partners. 
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6. DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

In their interviews, CEOs recognised the increasing opportunities that digital transformation 
offered to their organisations and the tourism sector generally; and they indicated that 
investment in digital programmes had increased substantially in many NTOs, including the 
development of ‘data hubs’ gathering real-time data, for use in marketing and management.   

This is borne out by the online survey, which showed that sixteen NTOs (out of 22 responding) 
had initiated a significant programme of internal digital transformation (e.g., digitised 
business process applications, use of big data for research, use of AI for information provision) 
within the last five years. 

The most affected departments, applications most used, and related benefits are summarised 
in the table below. 

Figure 6.1: Digital transformation – Department, applications and related benefits  

Examples of digital transformation projects are as follows: 

 In Hungary, the National Tourism Data Supply Centre (NTDSC), launched in 2019, is the 
largest and most comprehensive digital development for the tourism sector to date. The 
digital platform operates under the supervision of the Hungarian Tourism Agency (HTA) 
gives a real-time overview of the anonymous turnover statistics of all Hungarian 
accommodation establishments to support data-driven decision-making in the tourism 
industry. Analyses are based on data received directly from accommodation property 

Departments 
most affected Applications most used Related benefits 

Administration ERP (environmentally responsible 
practices) introduction and 
digitisation of processes 

Increase productivity; reduction of 
paperwork; facilitate collaboration and 
sharing of information 

Marketing Websites and digital strategy Improve targeting and reach 

e-Visitor 
Department 

A central place for tourist registration 
and tourist data management 

Integration of processes; fast access to 
up-to-date data 

Research & 
Insights 

Use of big data Understanding of tourist behaviour in-
destination as traditional methods of data 
capture are becoming less effective 

Business 
Intelligence 

New platforms, data sources  
Data centralisation 

Tools to analyse data 
Access to micro datasets which supports 
the decision-making processes in 
different areas 

Investment New platforms Simplify the process and reduce response 
time  

Training Digital Academy and enlarging 
tourism training 

Facilitate access to training and range of 
skills 
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management systems. NTDSC also plays a prominent role in extending access to data 
relevant to the tourism sector. For example, the regional authorities and the National Tax 
and Customs Administration (NTCA) have access to the datasets relevant to their 
operations. 

 In Bulgaria, a ‘unified system’ for tourist information was introduced, enabling information 
on the registration of each tourist in an accommodation establishment to be submitted 
automatically to the system. The data analysis generates information on the number of 
tourists in accommodation establishments by destination, age group, citizenship, etc. 

 In Norway, digitalisation has led to better business support through:  

 Online training, enabling increased reach and better support  

 Funding, with the use of ‘banqsoft’, a provider of financial software solutions for asset 
finance, digital banking and credit management in the Nordics, which has led to 
increased customer satisfaction and decreased lead-time)  

 B2B support, facilitating matchmaking tour operators with suppliers.   

According to its Tourism Director, Innovation Norway re-imagines the whole management 
of tourism based on digital connectivity and the utilisation of data as a development tool 
within the context of a multi-sectoral development agency. 

 In Finland, the NTO’s Business Development team builds a national data warehouse 
solution for the Finnish travel trade. It gathers the tourism offering (products and services, 
routes, events, etc.) under one platform, from which the content can be spread to various 
marketing and sales channels through open interfaces. This saves users considerable 
time and effort by providing access to information from all tourism companies and regional 
tourist boards in a single database. 
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7. PRODUCT OR DESTINATION INNOVATION PROJECTS 

The online survey also asked about the closely related and overlapping subject of 
‘destination innovation projects’. Seven NTOs said that they were directly involved in 
initiating such projects. Another seven NTOs were involved in providing funding for such 
projects, and five had an advisory role. Only 3 NTOs said they were not involved in such 
projects.  

The table below lists the most innovative projects funded in the past five years as provided by 
NTOs. 

Figure 7.1: Most Innovative projects funded in the past five years by NTOs  
Company Programmes / initiatives Weblink for innovative projects 

Polish 
Tourism 
Organisation 

Poland Online Site Inspection www.pot.gov.pl/en/online-site-inspection  

Safe MICE Venue Certification https://bezpiecznyobiekt.pot.gov.pl/  

Greek 
National 
Tourism 
Organisation 

Athens Democracy Forum www.athensdemocracyforum.com/  

Athens Flying Week / Tanagra Air Force Base www.athensflyingweek.gr/  

Anima Syros / International Animation Festival https://animasyros.gr/  

Hungarian 
Tourism 
Agency Ltd 

CheckINN Tourism Innovation Competition https://verseny.check-inn.hu/  

CheckINN GREEN https://green.check-inn.hu/  

CheckINN Tourism Career Expo https://karrierexpo.check-inn.hu/       

Bulgaria 
Ministry of 
Tourism 

Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Bulgaria 
is a Lead Partner in implementing the CBC 
Project named “Innovative instruments for the 
preservation and promotion of cultural heritage 
in the cross-border area” (TOURISM-e), funded 
by INTERREG V-A Greece- Bulgaria 2014-2020.  

The Project has no dedicated website, but 
more information can be find here: 
www.tourism.government.bg/bg/kategorii/
proekti-v-proces-na-izpulnenie/proekt-
inovativni-instrumenti-za-suhranenie-i-
promotirane and www.greece-
bulgaria.eu/approved-project/61/ 

Visit 
Flanders 

Leverage projects around Flemish Masters www.toerismevlaanderen.be/goedgekeurd
ehefboomprojecten   

Croatian 
National 
Tourist Board 

Crogourmet365 – project ended, and the 
website is not available, but there is still an FB 
page of the project. 

www.facebook.com/crogourmet365/  

EuroVelo8 cycling route – part of EU funded 
project MedCycleTour 

https://eurovelo8.hr/?lang=en  

European Destinations of Excellence (EDEN) https://croatia.hr/en-GB/eden  

NBTC Visitor Management Guide and tools 
comparison 

https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bezoe
kersmanagement-in-de-publieke-ruimte-
1.htm  

Perspective 2030 – Toolkit involving residents in 
the future of tourism 

https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bewon
ers-betrekken.htm   

https://www.pot.gov.pl/en/online-site-inspection
https://bezpiecznyobiekt.pot.gov.pl/
http://www.athensdemocracyforum.com/
http://www.athensflyingweek.gr/
https://animasyros.gr/
https://verseny.check-inn.hu/
https://green.check-inn.hu/
https://karrierexpo.check-inn.hu/
https://www.tourism.government.bg/bg/kategorii/proekti-v-proces-na-izpulnenie/proekt-inovativni-instrumenti-za-suhranenie-i-promotirane
https://www.tourism.government.bg/bg/kategorii/proekti-v-proces-na-izpulnenie/proekt-inovativni-instrumenti-za-suhranenie-i-promotirane
https://www.tourism.government.bg/bg/kategorii/proekti-v-proces-na-izpulnenie/proekt-inovativni-instrumenti-za-suhranenie-i-promotirane
https://www.tourism.government.bg/bg/kategorii/proekti-v-proces-na-izpulnenie/proekt-inovativni-instrumenti-za-suhranenie-i-promotirane
http://www.greece-bulgaria.eu/approved-project/61/
http://www.greece-bulgaria.eu/approved-project/61/
http://www.toerismevlaanderen.be/goedgekeurdehefboomprojecten
http://www.toerismevlaanderen.be/goedgekeurdehefboomprojecten
http://www.facebook.com/crogourmet365/
https://eurovelo8.hr/?lang=en
https://croatia.hr/en-GB/eden
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bezoekersmanagement-in-de-publieke-ruimte-1.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bezoekersmanagement-in-de-publieke-ruimte-1.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bezoekersmanagement-in-de-publieke-ruimte-1.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bewoners-betrekken.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/bewoners-betrekken.htm
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Working together on a dynamic city centre https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/samen
werken-aan-een-dynamische-binnenstad-
.htm  

Fáilte Ireland Food Tourism www.failteireland.ie/taste-the-island.aspx    

Destination development www.discoverireland.ie/wild-atlantic-way  

Festival www.pucafestival.com/  

Ministry of 
Transport 
and 
Construction 
of the Slovak 
Republic 

The Ministry provides local and regional 
tourism organisations (DMOs) with subsidies to 
support innovation projects – e. g. tourist 
navigation systems, digital tourist information 
panels, tourist cards, cyclo-applications, geo-
location applications, e-bike products and 
digital geographic information systems, etc. 

- 

GNTB Open Data www.open-data-germany.org  

Chatbots and content for voice assistance  

Slovenian 
Tourist Board 

Robidišče Trail Center https://sl.arbischa.si/  

Fish & Fly Trio www.green-adventure.eu/dozivetja/fish-
fly-trio/  

Theodosius Garden Village www.theodosius.si/ 

 www.slovenia.info/en/business/innovative-
projects/sejalec-snovalec; 
www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-
strani/razvoj-in-inovativnost/sejalec-in-
snovalec  

Turismo de 
Portugal 

Portugal Clean and Safe Stamp https://portugalcleanandsafe.com/en/sta
mp  

Portuguese Trails https://portuguesetrails.com/en  

Paths of Faith www.pathsoffaith.com/en  

 

  

https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/samenwerken-aan-een-dynamische-binnenstad-.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/samenwerken-aan-een-dynamische-binnenstad-.htm
https://nbtc.nl/nl/home/activiteiten/samenwerken-aan-een-dynamische-binnenstad-.htm
http://www.failteireland.ie/taste-the-island.aspx
http://www.discoverireland.ie/wild-atlantic-way
http://www.pucafestival.com/
http://www.open-data-germany.org/
https://sl.arbischa.si/
http://www.green-adventure.eu/dozivetja/fish-fly-trio/
http://www.green-adventure.eu/dozivetja/fish-fly-trio/
http://www.theodosius.si/
http://www.slovenia.info/en/business/innovative-projects/sejalec-snovalec
http://www.slovenia.info/en/business/innovative-projects/sejalec-snovalec
http://www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-strani/razvoj-in-inovativnost/sejalec-in-snovalec
http://www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-strani/razvoj-in-inovativnost/sejalec-in-snovalec
http://www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-strani/razvoj-in-inovativnost/sejalec-in-snovalec
https://portugalcleanandsafe.com/en/stamp
https://portugalcleanandsafe.com/en/stamp
https://portuguesetrails.com/en
http://www.pathsoffaith.com/en
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8. MEASURING SUCCESS 

The online survey asked for information on Strategic Objectives and related KPI 
measurements, along with sources of KPI data.  A wide range of strategic objectives and KPI 
measures were identified. As reported in the survey, the strategic KPIs that the NTOs are using 
already or propose to use in the future have been reviewed and consolidated into types of KPIs 
(social, economic and environmental) and themes when relevant, in the table below. 

Figure 8.1: Types of KPIs and themes  

Thirteen NTOs have plans to introduce new KPIs relating to strategic goals and objectives.  
Most could not specify what the new KPIs would be because they were still in the planning 

Themes Category of 
KPIs KPIs 

Strategic 
direction 

Social • Brand awareness/reputation indicators: increase in 
competitive image ranking, NBI score etc. 

• Visitor satisfaction indicators: returning visitor/satisfaction 
ratings 

• Resident satisfaction indicators 
• Engagement rates (social media, website) 

Economic • Volume indicators: number of arrivals, bednights, the average 
length of stay, number of tourism assets, increased market 
share against key competitors etc. 

• Economic impact indicators: visitor spending, tourism 
revenue, turnover, contribution to GDP, an increase of average 
revenue per visitor etc. 

• Number of people employed in the tourism sector 
• Tourism promotion expenditure per visitor, number of 

promotional message recipients 
Sustainability Social • Indicators related to the use of local resources for the 

development of tourism 
• Indicators measuring the impact of tourism for the residents 

and the place itself 
Economic • Visitor seasonality index 

Environmental • Number of sustainable certificates issued 
• Water, energy and waste management 
• % of carbon dioxide footprint of tourism 

Destination 
management 

Social • Workforce qualifications 

Economic • % of public vs private funding 
• Budget distribution 
• Number of staff 
• Level of digitalisation of tourism industry 
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process. Still, potential areas for new KPIs included digital strategy, sustainability and social 
and environmental impact. 

Examples of proposals for innovative new KPIs included: 

 The digital maturity of a destination  

 The level of meaningful interaction between tourists and citizens 

 The proportion of tourism businesses with a green tourism sustainability certificate  

 The added value of tourism for the inhabitants  

 The extent of use of disposable plastic. 

Six NTOs said that there are strategic goals/objectives for which they would like to measure 
success but cannot do so currently. The main reason reported was the challenge in identifying 
how best to measure success in new activities when assessing the reach and economic impact 
is no longer enough. NTOs are pondering on difficult questions:  

 How do you measure the success of destination development initiatives?  

 How do you measure whether you have attracted valuable customers?   

 What is the best way to measure sustainable growth?  

 How do you measure the added value of tourism for the inhabitants? 

One NTO (the Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions) identified challenges in setting 
KPIs from marketing to destination management. At the same time, Visit Flanders noted the 
difficulty in measuring added value for residents and Visit Finland / Business Finland and Visit 
Luxembourg in measuring sustainable growth. Switzerland Tourism reported having no data 
or not enough data available to measure success for some of their new strategic objectives.  

Please see Annex 2 for examples of operational KPIs collected by ETC Members.  
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9. COVID-19 PANDEMIC IMPACT ON STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES 

Fifteen of the NTOs stated that Covid-19 was likely to change their objectives, whilst six 
anticipated no change.  For some, the changes are currently unknown and will depend upon 
the evolution of the pandemic and the outcome of the development of their new strategy.  
The changes most frequently highlighted by NTOs were: 

 The increasing importance of sustainability – including embracing sustainability goals 
and promoting circular economies; avoiding overtourism and spreading tourism both 
geographically and across seasons; and the need to respond to visitors’ changing attitudes 
and behaviour regarding their choice of destination and activities; as well as improving 
product to better match visitor needs. The Croatian National Tourist Board also noted this 
in the sense of the resilience of tourism.   

 The increasing focus on digital transformation – digital transformation has been 
accelerated by the pandemic. Online channels are becoming the most appropriate tools, 
and more activities will be conducted online.  

 Greater emphasis on domestic and neighbouring markets – changes in target markets 
are anticipated with activities in long-haul markets restrained in favour of home and short-
haul markets, in line with changes in demand and travel patterns. 

Other changes noted by single NTOs included:  

 The balance between the benefits of inbound tourism and resident 
satisfaction/preferences  

 The need for real-time data has been accentuated by the pandemic and has become 
crucial. VisitDenmark indicated that this would be a new long-term strategic objective  

 Crisis management 

 Responding to residents and business concerns and building community relationships 

 Flexible marketing campaigns 

 Focus on micro-segments.  

Eleven NTOs (50%) said that they would set new KPIs to reflect the changes to objectives.  
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10. OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES WITH KPIs OR MEASURES OF 
COST- EFFECTIVENESS 

Whereas previous sections focused on strategic KPIs, this section relates to KPIs for 
operational activities, which were the focus of the last questions of the online survey. 

The table below shows the numbers of NTOs involved in different operational activities, 
together with the number of NTOs who indicated that they have KPIs or measures of cost-
effectiveness for different operational activities.  A list of KPIs currently used by NTOs for each 
type of activity is shown in Annex 2. 

NTOs are more likely to have KPIs relating to their marketing/promotional support and 
PR/corporate communications activities, which are activities NTOs are most commonly 
conducting. However, NTOs seem to be lagging in measuring success in two activities they 
commonly conduct – research/ market research/trends and supporting product development 
projects.   Activities undertaken by smaller numbers of NTOs are also subject to a low level of 
performance monitoring. 

Figure 10.1: Operational activities  

Operational activities Number of NTOs 
involved 

Number of NTOs with KPIs 
or measures of cost-

effectiveness 
Marketing for international tourism 27 16 
PR / corporate communications * 14 
Marketing / promotional support for leisure tourism 26 12 
Marketing / promotional support for business tourism 
(MICE) 

25 12 

Marketing for domestic tourism 22 11 
Destination management * 7 
Research, market research, trends 27 6 
Supporting product development projects  21 6 
Advisory/technical support for tourism businesses 14 5 
Human resource development & training for the industry 15 5 
Financial support for tourism businesses 11 4 
Provision of physical support infrastructure 11 3 
Classification, licensing & quality control of tourism 
businesses 

11 3 

Crisis management * 2 
Regulation of the industry 6 2 
Visitor education (promoting responsible visitor behaviour) * 2 
Direct provision or operation of tourism products 6 1 
Other 6 0 

* Not an option provided. 
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ANNEX 1 – LIST OF INTERVIEWEES 
Organisation Name and Title Date 

Atout France Caroline Leboucher, CEO Dec 2020 

Croatia National Tourist 
Board 

Ratomir Ivičić, CEO Nov 2020 

Destination Canada Marsha Walden, CEO Dec 2020 

European Cities  
Marketing (ECM) 

Petra Stušek, CEO Nov 2020 

ETOA Tom Jenkins, CEO Dec 2020 

German National Tourist 
Board 

Petra Hedorfer, CEO Nov 2020 

Greek National Tourism 
Organisation 

Aggeliki Gerekou, CEO Dec 2020 

Icelandic Tourist Board Skarphéðinn Berg Steinarsson, CEO Dec 2020 

Innovation Norway Bente Bratland Holm, Director Jan 2021 

NBTC Holland Marketing Jos Vranken, CEO Nov 2020 

Pacific Asia Travel 
Association (PATA) 

Dr Mario Hardy, CEO Nov 2020 

Tourism Portugal Luis Araujo, CEO Nov 2020 

Slovenian Tourist Board Maja Pak, CEO Nov 2020 

Switzerland Tourism Martin Nydegger, CEO Nov 2020 

Tourism New Zealand René de Monchy, interim CEO Feb 2021 

World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) 

Sandra Carvao, Director, Market 
Intelligence and competitiveness 

Dec 2020 

US Tour Operators 
Association (USTOA) 

Terry Dale, CEO Nov 2020 

Visit Flanders Peter de Wilde, CEO Nov 2020 

World Travel & Tourism 
Council (WTTC) 

Gloria Guevara, CEO Nov 2020 
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ANNEX 2 – EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL KPIS 
COLLECTED BY ETC MEMBERS 

Operational activities NTOs with 
KPIs* 

Examples of KPIs used by NTOs 

Marketing for 
international tourism 16 

• Number of foreign tourists, length of stay, tourist spending 

• Increase/ decrease of international arrivals 

• Number of events/number of participants  

• Number of promotional message recipients in campaigns 
conducted with service providers (e.g. airlines) 

• Number of bookings, which allows us to assess the cost-
effectiveness of the action 

• Advertising expenditure compared to the total expenditure of 
travellers 

• Advertising expenditure compared to the number of arrivals 

• % of the third-party budget   

• Partner satisfaction   

• Satisfaction of tourists 

• Increased brand awareness of the capital city and 
destinations in the rest of the country 

• Brand tracking program – brand funnel, key image markers, 
Y/Y tracking/comparison, etc 

• Maintaining and attracting new clients 

• Website metrics (visits, bounce rate, time spent, 
engagement/conversion rates and seasonality in searches) 

• Social media metrics 

• Marketing campaign metrics  

• Cost per awareness and cost per interest 

• Tourism intensity 

• Nordic comparison and trends 

• USPs  

• Top marketing exposures   

• Digital demand 

PR / corporate 
communications 14 

• Corporate Communication must contribute to reaching the 
strategic goals of the NTO and support and develop the 
image of NTO among key stakeholders. 

• Event-specific, i.e. PR expenditure versus generated 
publicity.  

• Relationship management: number of qualified interactions, 
number of contacts  

• Number of articles, press releases, interviews, etc. in media  

• Number of press/fam trips 
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• Number of trade engagement 

• Marketing campaign metrics 

• Media hits and reach, engagement rate 

• Attention score 

• Influencers’ reach 

• Advertising Equivalent Value (AVE) 

• Satisfaction 

• Open rate newsletters 

• Quality index media 

Marketing / 
promotional support 
for leisure tourism 

12 

• Visitor arrival, expenditure, length of stay, accommodation  

• Marketing expenditure 

•  % of the third-party budget   

• Increased brand awareness of the capital city and 
destinations in the rest of the country 

• Partner satisfaction  

• Website metrics (visits, bounce rate, time spent, 
engagement/conversion rates) 

• Social media engagement rate (Facebook and Instagram)  

• Marketing campaigns metrics 

• Number of recipients to promotional messages 

• Cost per awareness and cost pr. interest  

• Top marketing exposures  

Marketing / 
promotional support 
for business tourism 

(MICE) 

12 

• Visitor arrival, expenditure, length of stay, accommodation 

• Corporate events and congress statistics (MICE arrivals, 
number of events/number of participants/number of 
potential projects, events / reached audience)  

• International rankings  

• Marketing expenditure 

• % of the third-party budget   

• Website metrics (visits, bounce rate, time spent, 
engagement/conversion rates) 

• Social media engagement rate (Facebook and Instagram)  

• Marketing campaigns metrics 

• Number of recipients to promotional messages 

• Partner satisfaction   

• Top marketing exposures   

• Cost per awareness and cost pr. interest and number of 
leads related to events  

Marketing for 
domestic tourism 11 

• Number of domestic tourists, guest nights, length of stay, 
spend 

• % domestic in total tourism (increase or decrease)  

• % expenditure of domestic tourism in total tourism revenue  

• Number of events/number of participants etc. 
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• Website metrics (visits, bounce rate, time spent, 
engagement/conversion rates) 

• Social media engagement rate (Facebook and Instagram)  

• Marketing campaigns metrics 

• Number of recipients to promotional messages 

• Satisfaction of tourists 

• Increased brand awareness destinations outside capital 

• Tourism intensity  

• Cost per awareness Interest Top marketing exposures   

Destination 
management 7 

• Number of visitors, guest nights, nights spent, expenditure 

• Length of stay  

• The proportion of foreign visitors 

• Average accommodation daily rate 

• Number of Tourist offices 

• Partner satisfaction  

• % of the third-party budget  

• Implementation of national strategy within the country  

• Content on brand/strategy 

• Analysis tool for Smart Tourism Destination 

• Number of certified and recertified DMOs 

• Investments in tourism development and destination 
marketing 

Research, market 
research, trends 6 

• Satisfaction from the Ministry and the stakeholders of the 
quantity and quality of the research being done 

• Partner satisfaction  

• % of the third-party budget  

• Number of research in key markets 

• Number reports & analytics produced 

• Page views / sessions / downloads 

Supporting product 
development projects 6 

• Number of certified tourism products 

• Number of projects supported  

• Number of visitors  

• Number of employees  

• Income   

• Rate of tax paid 

• Spending per person 

• Cost-efficiency (business model renewal support) 

• Amount of funding/investment 

Advisory/technical 
support for tourism 

businesses 
5 

• Number of registered tourism businesses in the National 
Tourism Data Supply Centre 

• Number of consultations  

• Number of submitted projects & used services 

• Dedicated website metrics (visitors, B2B Newsletter open 
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rate) 

• Number people reached 

• Number of meetings 

• Number of calls 

Human resource 
development & 

vocational training for 
the industry 

5 

• Number of employees  

• Job search length   

• Average salary  

• Employment rate/unemployment rate 

• Number of participants 

• Number of training events  

• Quality assessment of the event from participants 

• Online/offline education (seminars and workshops)  

• Number of participants 

• Number courses 

• Number of areas of training covered 

Financial support for 
tourism businesses 

4 

• Amount of funding/investment 

• Number of new / renovated accommodation/ capacity and its 
change (%) 

• Number of supported projects 

• Number of established contacts   

Provision of physical 
support infrastructure 

(e.g. visitor centres, 
signage etc.) 

3 
• Number of projects supported 

• Amount of funding/investment 

Classification, 
licensing & quality 
control of tourism 

businesses 

3 

• Number/ rate of classified accommodations 

• Average classification 

• Regular audits results 

• Clean&safe stamps 

• Number of certifications 

Crisis management 2 

• Number of supported businesses  

• Number of international arrivals   

• Willingness to travel  

• Unemployment rate 

Regulation of the 
industry 

2 • None provided 

Visitor education 
(promoting 

responsible visitor 
behaviour) 

 
2 

• Page views 

Direct provision or 
operation of tourism 

products 
1 • Specific indicators related to each activity 

* Figures in this column indicate the number of NTO using KPIs relevant to the 
corresponding operational activity.’ 
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